It is possible that Science has a deeper and personal meaning for every sentient being on this planet. Nonetheless, we can all agree that Science is knowledge. Not only knowledge, but the active pursuit of new knowledge based on the already known. The observation of the seasons and the manufacture of rudimentary tools were some of the first interactions in this new relationship, and were caused by our most basic necessity: survival. However, necessity was not the only reason that made our ancestors try to understand the cosmos around us, and our own place in it, but also that resident curiosity that is a trait of our species. From this definition, the technology at our hands today is the result of our ancestor's desire for their children not to suffer the way they did and to reach even further in the search of the unknown. Is this a valid goal? Is it objective and well-defined? What is the price we must pay for it? Maybe these are some of the questions we should be asking ourselves, whatever our expertise field may be. Research fields are so intertwined nowadays and so many new ones are arising every year and still we can't (and shouldn't) leave behind the oldest of them all: the philosophy, which I shall bring up again another time.
